
Filip Wachowiak
I like challenges and solving impossible problems. Working in close
collaboration with my team and owning the product is important to me

WORK EXPERIENCE

Chili Piper Inc.
APRIL 2023 - PRESENT— Sta� Frontend Engineer
I helped deliver the beta of a chat product, took ownership of auth migration for
Chili Piper apps, as well as continuedmaintaining the design system. To
optimize our work I implemented automation of icons generation from Figma

APRIL 2022 - APRIL 2023— Senior Frontend Engineer
I led a frontend team of 3 people. We developed a new chat product from
scratch. I was responsible for the design system rewrite in close collaboration
with designers. Focusing on consistency and the best DX without sacrificing UX

MAY 2021 - APRIL 2022— Frontend Engineer
I worked on various products. Greatly improved tooling and DX for the frontend
team. Migrated bundler fromWebpack to Vite and visual regression testing
from Percy to Chromatic

Codility Ltd.— Task Creator
AUGUST 2020 - MAY 2022

I created over 20 recruitment tasks in React, TypeScript, CSS, HTML, andmore

Blue Owl Sp. z o.o.—Web Developer
JULY 2018 - NOVEMBER 2020

I mainly created customWordPress themes.

EDUCATION

Technical School of Communication, Poznań— IT Technician
SEPTEMBER 2017 - MAY 2021

PROFESSIONAL PROJECTS

Blue Owl - Homepage🔗— React, Gatsby, WordPress

I was the only FE building it, and it hasn't changed almost at all since I left.

Chili Piper - Booking App🔗— TypeScript, React, Vite

Booking App lets you book a meeting with someone. Go ahead and book a
meeting with me if you're interested in working with me

PERSONAL PROJECTS

Fiszki🔗— TypeScript, Tailwind, Solid, SolidStart, PostgreSQL

Flashcards app - focused on the calendar; the better it goes with a flashcard,
the less often it will be shown.

SKILLS

TypeScript advanced

HTML/CSS advanced

React advanced

Rust beginner

LANGUAGES

Polish - C2
English - C1
German - B1
Spanish, Italian - A1

LINKS

Portfolio website
GitHub
LinkedIn

+48 784 010 488
wachowiakf@gmail.com
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processing of my
personal data for the
purpose of recruitment
process

https://blueowl.pl
https://calendar.na.chilipiper.com/book/me/filip-wachowiak
https://fiszki.fly.dev/
https://filip-wachowiak.vercel.app
https://github.com/filipw01/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/filip-w-2792a9139/
mailto:wachowiakf@gmail.com

